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SELECTION OP CONTENT

Objectives

You should be able to:

1.

Explain what is meant by content In curriculum planning.

2.

List the criteria for selecting content in curriculum planning.

3.

Discuss each of the criteria for selecting content.

4.
5.

Analyse a syllabus for a chosen level of education in your own

country.

Select

appropriate content

using a

for a particular cycle of education.

given set

of objectives

What b Content

1.

Content is the body of knowledge or information which comprises
the learning material for a particular course or a given grade.

2.

3.

The information may consist of a related body of facts, laws, theories
and generalizations or a description of events as in history or in any
other predetermined arrangement of a particular segment of knowledge.

'
<

Content can be considered as that which is presented to students
or that which is made available to students for possible use.

,

Criteria For The'Selection Of Content

,

The following is a list of the criteria for the selection of content:

'

Validity

[

Significance

'

Lea mobility

Feasibility

'

Continuity and sequence

'

Usefulness

'

Consistency with social realities

<

Human development

Relevance

_

•

'

<

i

Articulation

,

Balance.

,

Validity

(

1.

There must be a close connection between content and the goals

'

2.

Content is valid if it promotes the attainment of the intended learning

<

outcomes.

<

which it is intended to serve.

*■
<

3.

4.

The relationship between content and the desired outcome is very

,

important.

,

Content

selected

must

contribute

towards

an- Intended

learning

,

outcome.

5.

Validity is also concerned with authenticity. Authenticity Is
extent to which subject matter is true. Knowledge accumulates
changes vary rapidly. Facts can become obsolete. Concepts
theories which underlie, organize and interpret the facts may
become obsolete.
'

.

the
and
and
also

(

'
i
*
,
i

Continual scrutiny of the content is necessary in order to provide
content which fs authentic.

Significance
1.

The principle of significance demands that all the objectives which
are stated should have corresponding content and learning experiences.

2.

Appropriate content must be provided for each operational statement

of expected behaviour.
3.

Significance requires that valid content must be provided for a wide
range of objectives, because objectives without corresponding content
make no contribution to change in behaviour.

LeamabQtty
1.

2.

The criterion of lea nubility relates to
organization and sequencing of the content.

the

issue of

appropriate

Learnability addresses the issue of appropriateness for the intended
target group.

The Principle Of Feasibility

Feasibility addresses itself to the following questions:

(a)

Can the content selected be taught In the time allowed and with
the resources available?

(b)

Can it be taught by the current teaching force?

(c)

Can it

be taught

with the political climate which exists in the

community?

(d)

Can it be taught with the amount of money allocated for the curriculum
and instruction?

Sometimes valuable content Is left out because the constraints of feasibility
appear to be insurmountable.
Continuity And Sequence

In the selection and organization of content consideration has to be given

to the criteria of continuity and sequence.

1.

Continuity and sequence refer to maintaining an inter-relationship
over time within subjects.

2.

Continuity refers to the fact that there should be a smooth linkage
within a subject area and from one level of the education cycle to
the next one.

3.

Sequence refers to a process of progressive hardening or complexity

4.

Continuity and sequence refer to vertical inter-relationship within

of content within a subject to suit advancing levels of achievement.

a subject.

.

Usefulness

1.

2.

The criterion of uwii-j ci.eitos u* c--^-.-..-■'. Ls

In primary and secondary school, utility is defined as useful to the
performance of adult activities.

This implies that the school prepares the children for their future
lives.

3.

Students exist In a reality which is parallel to their school experiences.
And therefore the school must provide content which has a degree
of immediate usefulness.

4.

Utility should be considered in relation to the general aims, social
efficiency end social relevance.

5.

An important application of the criterion of utility is In the field
of vacational education.

Certain training instructions require understanding and skills in certain
subject matter.
Consistency With Social Realities

1.

Subject matter should be chosen which provides the most useful
orientation to the world around us.

2.

Content n, ■- -re^i'ond te the demands of the Immediate situation
ond the fltiii ement of s thoughtful reality orientation to the basic
needs of the culture of the society.

3.

The content selected should meet the cultural demands of the society

which has the final say as to what shall or shall not be taught to her
citizens.
Human Development

1.

Content should be functional. This means that it should have maximal
relation to life and the living of it. Not only to life in the future
but also to life in the present.

2.

Content selected should provide basic permanent .knowledge or skills
of .;ome kind or directly meet some demands of living.

3.

Content selected must cater for the needs of the leanters.

4.

Education must seek to help students know what needs, values and

attitudes are important to them and to consider these fully and in
relation to each other.

5.

Content selected must take account of the age and mental development
of the learners.

Articulation
1.

There must be a

relationship between and among topics.

Is there

any connection between one topic and another?

2.

Theory and practice must go together.
in the coverage of content?

Is there any evidence of this

3.

The pupils must experience content as a unity; they must not experience
content in a disconnected manner.

4.

School learning must include factual information, interpretation and
application.

5.

School learning must relate to current life outside the school.
To what extent are content and learning experiences related to the
real life of the community?

6.

Interface between one content area must be related to other content
areas.

Balance

1.

There must be a reasonable balance In curriculum content in terms
of order in scope and sequence.

There must be a balance between the breadth and depth of content

for each topic and at each grade level.
2.

The sequence in which each of the content elements are taught must
reflect a reasonable balance between individual needs and Interests
and mental maturity of the pupils.

3.

There must be a balance between breadth and depth of content and
the amount of time available for the teaching.

4.

There must be a reasonable balance in the time allocation for each
subject in the curriculum.

5.

There should be a balance between the extent to which the curriculum

provides for balance in content end learning experiences for the very
intelligent and the backward.

Integration

1,

Scope and sequence must take account of the fact that learning is

more effective when content from one subject Is related meaningfully

to content in another subject.

2,

n

is important to inter-relate content themes, ideas and facts in

order to show the unity or oneness of knowledge.

SAMPLE SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHARTS

The next few pages consist of examples of scope and sequence charts in a

number of selected subjects.

The scope and sequence chart of each a'-bject is preceded by the subject
objectives from which the content shown In the scope and sequence chart has
been derived.

These sample charts were prepared by a group of teachem anaylie any one
of them and then write a critical appraisal of the one you have chosen.
Scope ant Sequence Chart*

Agriculture
Creative Arts
English

Home Economics
Mathematics
MueiIc
Social Studies
Science

,

objectives For Primary Agriculttre

By the end of the Primary Education Cycle, pupils' should be able tot

l.

I.

3.

Develop a positive attitude towards agriculture that it Is profitable,

enjoyable and an honourable occupation.

Demonstrate love and respect for the dignity of labour by participation
In agricultural activities willingly.
^

Demonstrate an appreciation for the role of agriculture la the development

of the country.

4.

Appreciate the importance of natural resources and the need to conserve

5.

Explain the basic principles of crop and animal production.

6.

them.

Grow selected food and cash crops, flowers, fruits, trees and vegetables

suited to an area.

7.

Rear small farm animals e*. poultry, rabbits and fish profitably.

8.

Acquire basic knowledge and skills of farm management and marketing.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Develop basic knowledge end skills in the proper use of basic farm

machinery or implements.

Describe factors limiting agricultural production.
Demonstrate an awareness of the job opportunities in agriculture and

its related industries.

Demonstrate an awareness of the avaUable advisory services and credit

facilities.

SCOPE AND SEQUEMCB CHART FOR AGRICULTURE STDS S - t

STRANDS
FARM TOOLS

STD.

AND MACHINERY

5

- Uses, parts and
care of axe, a

panga, a sickle

- Safety in using
farm tools.

FARM BUSINESS

AGRICULTURAL
MARKETING

- Types of fanning
. subsistence
farming
. Commercial

- Meaning and

Importance of
markets.

farming

- What a farm
business Is.

6

- Uses and care oft
a rake

a watercan

a wheelbarrow.
- Farm safety.
7

- Uses, parts and
maintenance of a
plough and a rldger
- Farm safety.

8

- Uses, parts and

maitenance of an
oxcart and a
sprayer.

- Farm safety.

- Factors affecting

profitable farming

- Types of
markets.

- Reasons for keeping
farm records.

- Type* of farm records, - What marketing
- Keeping farm records
and accounts.

is.

- Marketing

functions.
- Problems and

principles of farm

business.

- What to produce:

supply and demand.

- How to produce:
substitution of
lnpu*s.

- How much to producei
supply and demand.

- Problems of
Agriculture
marketing.

STRAND
STD.

5

CROP PRODUCTION

- Ci-ops locally grown
- Importance of crops
- General crop husbandry
practices.

- Farming calendar.
- Project! Growing a staple
food crop suited to the

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

- Types of farm animals kept in
the aree.

- Importance of farm animals.
- General livestock management
principles.

area.

6

- Vegetable locally grown.
- Importance of vegetables.
- Principles of vegetable
growing.

- Project! vegetable growing

7

- Main food and cash crops in
Malawi.

- Crop husbandry practices
for a selected food or cash

- Factors that affect animal

production.
- Management principles for
rearing chickens.
- Project: Rearing chickens.

- Management of fish and goats.
- Project: Fish farming fir
chicken rearing.

crop.

- Projecti Growing a food or

cash crop suited to the area.

B

- Fni-'ts end trees grown
locally.
- importance of fruits end
trees.

- Principles (■( fruit and
tree growing.

- Project: Growing fruits and
trees suited to the area-

- Cattle management.
. Types and breeds

. Meat and milk production
. Principles of cattle
management.

STRAND
STD.

GENERAL AGRICULTURE

S

- What agriculture involves.
- Importance of agriculture.

SOIL SCIENCE

- What soil is.
- Components.
- Importance.
-

6

- Development of Agriculture

in Malawi after Independence

Formation.

- Classes of soil.
- Texture and structure.

- Soil Profile.

7

- Agricultural development
projects, programmes,
agencies.

- Soil Fertility.
- Organic matter.

-

- Fertilizers.

ADD's Schemes, research,
extension, services,

- Soil nutrients.

Agro-industries.

S

Environmental factors which
influence Agriculture
.

Soil

.

Climate

.

Pi'sU/diseases.

* Correct lar<" we
. Classes of land*

. Soil conservation

11

Objectives for Creative Arts In Primary Education
By the end of eight years of Primary Education, pupils should be able to:
1.

Develop the ability to draw.

2.

Combine geometrical shapes to make patterns.

3.

<

paint (colours) from suitable local materials.

4.

Id-.'-

'v primary and secondary colours.

5.

Make simple wooden furniture.

6.

Model using clay.

7.

Select suitable tools and materials for a given task.

B.

Make musical instruments using local material.

9.

Weave using local materials.

10.

Knot using local materials.

11.

Plait (ropes and strings) using local matenuls.

12.

Bead using local materials.

13.

Develop an ability of internal and external curving.

14.

Perform the skill of forging.

15.

Plane wood to size.

16.

Make simple wood joints.

17.

Evaluate the end product of the craft work.

18.

Develop an ability to solve problems.

19.

Acquire skills which will enable them to participate in self help projects.

20.

Use the skills of printing.

21.

Identify

possibilities

for

establishing

small

scale

enterprises

community (e.g. shoe repair, bartering, battery renewal, cake sales).

12

in

his

SCOFB AND SEQUENCE CHART FOit CREATIVE ARTS
STRANDS

CARVING
STD

COLLAGE

1

1*

Guided Paper
Pasting

2

1.

Guiced paper

CRAFTWORK

pasting

2.
3.

Pasting geome
trical shapes

Pasting letters
Patterns

3

1. Guided slab work

2.

Pasting geome
trical patterns

1. Simple knotting broom

2.
3.

4

1.

Materials

2.

Picture pasting

1.

Plaiting: strings

Materials

Weaving: table mats
and brooms

2

Knotting: Mouse
traps

3.

Paper folding/
mobiles

5

6

1.

Safely

2.
3.

Materials/tools
Cooking stick
(mthiko)

4.

Spinning tops

I.

Musical Instru
ments

7

2.

Decoratkn

3.

Furniture

1.

Curios

2.

Hunting tools

3.

Decoration

1.

2.

Preparing paste

Decon live
pasting

1.

Knotting: simple
nets

2* Weaving: floor mats
3. Paper folding/
mobiles

I.

Model pasting

2. Texture pasting

1.
2.

1.

Model fasting

2.

Texture pasting

1.
2.

Knotting: bottle

holders

Weaving; baskets
Knotting: Macrame

bags

Weaving: various

patterns in basket
making

3.
8

1.

Curios

2.

Decoration

1. Texture pasting
2. Pasteboard

1.

Simple furniture
palm leaves/sticks

Planr ing building

structure

2.

Laying foundation

4.

Constructing

3.

5.

LByiny bricks

framework
Roofing

6. Simple furniture

- palm leaves/sticks

13

Objectives for Primary English

Within the confines of the vocabulary, structures and language functions listed
under the course content, pupils will, at the end of the standard 8, be able
to:

Listening

1.

2.

Demonstrate an understanding of what is being said in conversation.

Respond appropriately to verbal instructions, requests, persuasion,
etc. -

3.

Restate the main ideas from discussions, stories, talks, radio
programmes, etc., including those which may use language beyond
the scope of the syllabuses.

Interpret correctly the intended meaning of the speaker by relating
form to context and/or attending the stress and Intonation patterns.
Speaking

I.

Express themselves clearly, concisely and intelligibly with reasonable
fluency in a variety of situations (e.g. the home, the office, the

market, a football match) and for various purposes (e.g. giving

and finding out
attitudes, etc).

Information,

expressing

and

finding

out

moral

Reading

1.

Head

with

understanding

different

types

of

narrative

and

non-narrative material appropriate to their age, interests and ability

(e.g. short stories, notices, instructions, newspapers, booklets on
farming methods, health care, etc).

2.

Use various reading strategies (e.g. scanning, skimming, silent
reading, word guessing, predicting, etc.) appropriate to different
purposes (e.g. extracting factual informatin, reading for pleasure,

>■■■■■>•
3.

txtract the main ideas from a variety of narrative end non-narrative
materials.

4.

5.

Follow the logical development of ideas in a variety of reading
materials using reference items and signalling devices.

Make simple critical judgements (e.g. to distinguish fact from* fiction,
fact from opinion, etc.) on what they read.
14

6.

7.

Read for pleasure.

Read at a speed appropriate to the purpose and nature of the reading

text (e.g. approximately 150 w.p.m. for reading for pleasure).

Writing

1.

*

. Express neatly and legibly in writing, with correct spelling,
punctuation and formatting, their personal ideas, thoughts, opinions
and knowledge, using appropriate signalling devices.

2.

Use appropriate writing strategies <e.g., plan/draft, reword, edit

and rewrite their work) to express accurately and clearly to various
audiences what they intend.

3.

4.

Produce the kinds of writing which will be of use in everyday life

if they leave school after standard 8 (e.g. business and personal
tetters, telegrams, application forms, statements, reports, etc.
Produce the kinds of writing (e.g. dictated notes, reports on
experiments, etc.) required of them in other subject areas (e.g.
agriculture, social studies, religious education, etc.).

IS

Standard 3

.Standard 1

and
and
and
and

giving information
finding cut thoughts
finding out feelings
finding out attitudes

Socinlising.

Kxprexsing onri finding out attitudes,
('.citing things done.

Expressing and rinding out feelings. '

Expressing and finding out thoughts,.

Asking for and giving in formation.

Asking for and giving information
Expressing end finding out thoughts.
Expressing and finding out feelings.
Expressing and finding out nUUmius.
Getting things done.
i
Socialising.

Socialising

Getting things done

■ Asking for
Expressing
Expressing
Expressing

Socialising

(letting things dpne

FxpressFng and finding ou! attiludes

Expressing and finding out feelings

Expressing «nd HhiIihe out thoughts

A.'-king Tor and giving information

Social ising

lien ing things done

Impressing iiml finding our attitudes

impressing rtnd finding out thoughts
Impressing nnd rinding out feelings

Speaking

A»Uin(t Tor nnd giving information

Listening

Pre-reading activities

Recognising individual words through

sirips).
f "hero

KccortlinR spnlenrr-. in form n fiin l^nvtl.

P(m*iii*. itiHlogiic''. rtrit'Hiittvpii ppin

ticutimg ns a sltiiiiilii;. Tor Tpcukin

ti ord guessing.

PrpitictiriR ronipnl.

» dinry.

'.; data (e.g. measurement, prices).

g maps and charts.

ing a piece of writing,

s: one's own and other poupils' writing,

Writing --ntenees (e.g. about pictures).
hritini; reotiy and legibly a controlled letter/
two D<i' >.;raph composilion (eg. from picture

Writing simple spelling,dictation.

Illustrating a piece of writing
Labelling maps and charts.

Writing a short controlled paragraph or letter.

Writing sentences (*.g. about pictures).

Writing simple spelling/dictation.

Labelling maps and chart*.

ill»strattng a piece of writing;.

Writing a short controlled paragraph or letters,

(e.g. about pictures).

Writing words, phrases and simple sentences

Mniching tantoncts to pictures.

Labelling.
Listing in categoric*

lagibly and neatly.
Illustrating simple drawings and captions.

Copying words, phrases and short sentences

and Mathematics

Pre-writingacUvftii

>cn lining.

Mending Cor pleasure.

altitudes, feelings, thoughts.

Heading silently For information,

context.

(iuessinu t*1* "leaning* of words froni

quickly.

Scanning (looking Tor words'in formation

poems).

Heading for plersur*.
Heading as a stimulus for speaking, (e.g.
dialogues, (dramatised reeding, rhymes.

Reading silently for information

quickly).

Scanning (looking for words/in for mat ion

rhymes, poems 1.

Mending a* a stimulus Tor speaking.
fe.fr. dialogues, dramatised reading.

and captions.

Heading silenly for information
simple sentences, texts, labels, signs

recognition.

Ken ding aloud for work/sentence

Responding to written messages.

stories.

Ar.swering simple questions on short

sen ten res.

Recognising and reading aloud short

l.ool: find Say and Phonics.

To be det elf-pad :n conjunction with Chicftei

Writlnc

Standard 8

Standard 6

Listening

Getting "Jiings done.
Socialising.

Asking for and giving information.
Expressing »n<3 finding out thoughts.
Expressing and finding out feelings.
Expressing and finding oi-t attitudes.

Socialising.

Getting things done.

Expressing and finding out feelings.
Exressing and finding out attitudes.

Expressing erd finding out thought*.

Asking for and giving Information.

Getting things dom-.
Socialising.

Expressing and finding out attitude.

SpeeJdnf;

Asking for and giving information,
fKITe»tne and finding out thoughts.
Expressing and rinding out feelings.

~

-

Reading silently for information,

composition.

Re-orA-hng paragraphs to form a

Skimming.

from opinion).

distinguishing fact from fiction, fact

Making simple critical judgements (e.g.

paper articles).

Scanning (parts of a book, tables, news

Oiaiogues, dramatised reading).

Reading as a stimulus for speaking (poems,

Predicting content.
Word guessing.

Reading for p'easure.

attitudes, feeUngs, thoughts.

composition.

Re-ordering paragraph to form ■

from opinion1'.
Skimming.

distinguishing feel from fiction, fact

Making simple crt Heal judgements (e.g.

paper articles).

Seeming (parts of bocV, tables, news

poems, dialogues, dramatised readlnr).

Reading as a stimulus for speaking (e.g.

Word guessing.

Prudlc'Ing content.

Reading for pleasure.

Reading silently f<* Information, attitudes,

feelings, thoughts.

Re-ordering sentences to form a paragraph.

poems, dialogues, dramatised reading).

Reading as a stimulus for speaking (e.g.

Word guessing.

Scanning.

'■

Rea<ilrtB silently for Information, attitudes.

Reading for pleasure.
Predicting content.

feelings, thoughts.

'ting neatly and legibly • controlled Utter/

*'"

"*• drtJUng. checking, rewriting and

S(jellin,;'."-. ■

Fr--r ^'Hr.*.

■--.

Recording messages.
Keeping a diary.

Recording data (e.g. measurement, prices).

Labelling maps and charts.

Planning, drafting, checking, rewriting and
illustrating in order to produce porms and
short stories for supplementary reartr g.

thoughts, opinions and knowledge.

letter/composition expressing personal ideas,

Writing sentences (e.g. about pictures!.

Writing n.taily and legibly a guided/free

Spelling/dictation.

F<irm filling.

Keeping a diary.

P -cording messages.

Recording data (u.g. measurement, prices).

Ut>eUing maps and charb.

•nort stories for supplement*™ reading

II.. ttratlng in order to produce poems, and

V-n ting sentences (e.g. about pictures).
* -■■ ting neatly and legibly a guided/free 'etter/
co'Mposilon txpreaing personal ideas, thoughts
ot'niotttandknowlit^e.
^

Spelling/dictation.

Keeping a diary.

Recording messages.

Recording data (e.g. measurement, Prices).

: -oelling maps and charts.

Checking one's own and other pupils' writing
' itratingapieceof wrtlng.

knowledge.

personal ideas, thoughts, opinions and

i-Q paragraph composition expressing

Y iting sentences (e.g. about pictures).

Writing

Asking Tor

complaining, blnming.
Apologising.

Forgiving, pardoning.
Showing respect.

Judging, assessing; estimating, valuing.
ranking.

Happiness, unhnppiness.
Disappointment.

Mope, wish, want.
-ExcMemenl, surprise.
Setisf bc tion, disatisfaction.

Sympathy, indifference.
Gratitude, ingratitude.
Regret.

giess, suppose).

Expressing possibility/ impossibility.
Fix preying proUobility/improbabilily.
Affirming/negating
Expressing ability/inability.
Impressing intrnlions/pians.
Impressing obMgjUion/lsck-.of
obi'pat on.

Agreeing/disBgreeing

Describing
Narrating
Kvplnining

lleporiing
Clarifying
Defining
Classifying
Illustrating

Exempli
fying
Coinfinring

Expressing.

Appreciation, approval, praising, disoppi

Anger, annoyance, irritation.

Greeting, parting, introducing
(formal and informal).
Offering hospitality.
Attrncting attention (e.g. excuse,

me).
Acknowledging, giving thanks,

expressing regrets.
Congratulating.

Commanding, ordering, forcing,
(living instructions,-directions.

Persuading to/not to. encouranging,
discouraging, aiguing/convincing,
suggesimg-

Advisini;. unring. warning.

tolerating, agreeing to, permitting.

Inviting someone to do something.
.UequeMinp.
(Uterine lo <!o something,
prohibiting, forbidding. &llowing. '

obliging,

Socialising

denying, confessing.

Getting things done

allowing.
Admitting

Asking for/giving/refusing permission/

Cpp(5ing/re fut ing.
fliving/accepting offrrs.
Accepting/refusing effera, inviiations.

Showing tolerance/intolerance.

Likes, dislikes, preferences.
Fear, worry, concern.

expressing cerlainly/uncert«inty (I think,

Expressing and finding out altitudes

believe, e\p<*ct. know, doubt, assume,

Expressing and finding out feelings

Naming

Kxprcssing imd finding out thoughts

Identifying

in form a lion

and giving

SUIJ-FUNCT1ONS FOR LISTENtMR ANU SPEAKING

Asking for and giving information

My iwmc it.«.._

Iff ...

I'm afraid not.

should/shouldn't...
ought to/oughtn't to...
woo'r ... Will you?
will ... Won't you?
need/needn't

1l'K 'not netossnry/ritivisfltile/recomrncmded).

If I win/were you. 1 would ..

If you do n- you will ...

You couid/roitliln't

It's possible/not possible

You have/dcn'l have to ...
You are/aren't allowed to...

You
You
You
You
You

You must/musln't...

Warning, obligations, atfvtce, ai^geationt

TFFN!

Bye for now!

Cheerio!

So lone!

Exoat mi.

I f>*g your pardon.

See you later/to morrow!

Tifst (you! v ... then (you) v ...

I hop* you don't mind , but...

Good-bye!

How are you?
How do you do?
I'm fine/very w«U, thank ycu.
And how are you?

Hello.

Good momlng/aftemoon.

Bodallatng
Greetings

I would rather do x than do y.

1 would Ilk* ...
I woold prefer x to y...
I would prefer to do x than to do )■.

1 love/deteat/nate/dislika ...

Hike... a lot/quite a lot.

1 like/don't like x because .»
! prefer x to y because ...
1 qufte/rather/raaUy likt...

I like x more than y,

Instructions

Don't *.

Stop (v * ing)

Give the book lo her.

Yes, 1 enjoy/Ilk*

(v + Ing}/No, I don't enjoy/Ilka (v + ing).

Do you enjoy/I ike (v * Ing)?

Do you like (*lng;? Yes, (t do) No, (1 don't).

Eaprosstng ittw/dlsUkea/prefmnca*

Expnaeing and finding out foallnga

(1 hope youil) forgive me. but ...

afraid I'va .„
That's aJl right.
Dont worry.
How could you nave been so careless'

Give me the book. ■<

Put your books away.

Stand up! Sit down!

I'm sorry. Sorry.
I'm ir«ry/terribly/really lorry.
I'm vtry/tenibly/reaUy lorrv, but I'm

Would you mind if 1 ...T No. not at all/Yet
I would/Yes, I'm afraid I would.
I wonder If/whether we could ... Y*s. you
can/No, I'm afraid you can't.
May 1 >ave permission to ...? Yes, you
may/No, you may not.

certainly not!

Getting things done
Command* and related functions

Apologising

Yes,

that* all right/Yes, of course/Certainly/

Would/could you allow/let m« ...

Can t... Yes, (you can) No. (you can't).
May t ...T Yes, you may/No, you may not.

Expreaatng and finding out thoughts asking
Asking for, giving and refusing permission

Fipiaaalng and flndiac out attitudes

Th« man thot dead laat night.

The man with th* wooden leg ...

Mr. Ptilrt who la my uncle ...
The large, blue saloon car ...

Tht red book which U ott the table.

Att/some/a few/a tlttl* of the ...

John fa naming moro quickly than ._
John la th* quickest of th< three.

The rod book.
Tht grew booh fa thicker than ...

This/that n. (««. book) it blue ...

Whit1* the time?

lt/he/sl« ii ... (my dog/iister)

WMk m

What is this* e.g. • book/nsima
This/that is * .Numbers/hours of the day/days of the

What's your nomeT

n* ming/ldantl fying/dascribiflg

EXPONENTS OP SELECTED SUB-FUNCTIONS

Objectives for Primary Home Economics
ty the end of primary education course, pupils should be able to:
1.

Demonstrate the spirit of leadership.
Organise themselves into working groups independently.
Guide each other in home economics activities.

2.

Know the effects
development. -

of

beliefs

In

taboos

and

supersiUons

on

national

■ Compare useful nnd non-useful tahms and superstitions.

State effects of taboos and superstitions on human nutrition.
3.

Apply knowledge and skills
nutritional values.

in

food

preparation and preservation and

Select basic kitchen equipment.
Plan balanced meals.

Cook food using the basic methods of cooking.
Serve meals attractively and hygienically.
Preserve a variety of foods.
4.

Utilize materials from the natural resources suitable for use in the home.

Identify materials from

the natural resources suitable for use in

the home.

Make a variety of articles from the natural resources for home
improvement.
5.

Acquire vocational skills In order to raise personal income, better health
and standards of living.

6.

Development of an ability to design and make craftwork.

7.

Develop an imaginative and creative mind.
Design simple patterns for their items.

Apply simple basic needlecraft processes in the construction of
garments and articles. Make a variety of Needlecraft and home
economics items for sale.

20

Judge the quality of items produced.

8.

Develop managerial and decision making skills.
Draw a simple budget for their home.

Keep records for proper management of the home.
Make wise decisions in home management.

9.

Keep the human body strong and healthy through hygiene, nutrition and

sanitary care.

Care for the home and its surroundings.

Care lor personal clothing and household linen.
Clean their bodies regularly.

Identify symptoms of nutritional deficiences.
Describe prevention of nutritional deficiencies.
-

■ Plan meals to suit individual needs of the members of the family.
Name the food values, their sources and functions.
Analyse nutritional values of meals.

21

8.

7.

6.

S

\STKANIlS

kitchen mil modem kilrlien.

Comparison of a trndilionnl

k lichen.

Tvpes of kitchen*
-\rr«n(toiii«iit of n iruditionnl

2.
i.

*l.

I.

(irens and stoves).

hitched hyuiene.
Care of the kitchen (rooking

and storage spnets<shelves).

kitchen (wording surfaces

Improvem»nl of « traditional

pa in tec").

surfaces - wooden, plain nn<i

improvement of a traditional

kitchen (stove and ovens).
Care of the kitchen (other

kitchen.

Arrangement of a traditional

and cement)

Care of the kitchen (weikly
cleaning of surface mud

equipment.

tables).
Choice of basic kitchen

1.

4.

3.

3.

Improvement of a traditional

1.
'Shelves untJ

cleaning)
Safety in the k lehen.

kitchen.

C*re of Hie kitchen ldail>

7.

sun tanle niifl «onk pitl

kitchen IconMruclioi of*

Improvement of n irmiilioruit

fi.

S.

4. ' 11«*iC kitchen cilinpriiciil.

3.

I.
2.

THE KfTCIIliN

Food tntwos and superstitions

3.

foods which c«n be

niaking.
Jnms (or income Rencrntinjt. .
4.

Imfiortonco ol income (t«ncrj/*<t

rood p<-raervalion - |ani

5.

Todoos and superstitions.
:i.

income.

taavsof improving nutri
tional values of food,
food, family size ind

rood and Health

food.

shaDle and non-perishatle

Storage facilities of peri-

fish.

2.

I.

4.

Food preservation - meat and

3.

Deficiency diseases

Taboos and superstitions.

.

Food and Health
Importance of food

preserved food.

Storage facilities for

2.

1.

4.

Taboos and superstitions.
Food penervaliott -

1.
J.
vegetables

Classification of food
food nutrition.

preserved.

1.

.

Importnnce of pres«r» ing food.

on sources of food.

(']ossification of food.

4.

Sources of food

1.
2.

FOOD AND NUTHmON

1.

1.

I.

lloillnR mehlod

.

Dry. shallow and dc«p

Rules ft i- frying.
Suitable foods.

advantages.

Advantages and dis

frying.

.

.

SuitBt.lc foods.

BdvuntHges.

Advantages and diS-

Hulcs for baking

Ha king

.
.

.

Frying

Rules for steaming.
Suitable foods.

.

Rules for stewing.

advantages.

Stewing and Helming
Advantages und dis

Holes for boiling.

Suitable foods

edVHntagts.

Advantages and dis~

It en sons for Ci-oklng [ooC.

I.
2.

METHODS OF COOKIMG

Cooking simple nxals.

4.

meals.
importance of host and hostess.

rormal t«ble setting.

3.

entertainment mealS: Torn at

occasions - buffet, supper,

Plan meal: For speical

Table manner?.

methods of cookinft.

Prepare meals using different

occasion* (for expected visitors)

1.

1.

3.

2.

Planning, meals for special .

Planning simple meals.

3.

1.

Rules for meal planning.

2.

Importance of a meal planning.

balanced meals.

1.

Meals of the day: Breakfast

1.
t.

MEAL PLAWH1MO

Care and cleaning of enamel and clay pots.
Simple budgeting.

Floor bathroom rugs for home improvement.

Care and cleaning of the btdroom.

3.
4.
9.

I.

9.

4.

3.

1.

1.

9.
. 6.

room for home Improvement.

Making articles for the dinning and sitting

Keeping records for daily expenditure.

mkeka).

Cere and cleaning of glassware and mirrors.
Care and cleaning of mats (mphaso and

room.

Care and cleaning of dining ind tilting

improvement.

Making articles for the bedroom for home

baskets.
Accowu for daily expenditure.

3.- Care and cleaning of alluminium.
4. Care and cleaning of winnow«rs and

3.

Making of a bed.

Care and cleaning of the bathroom and
shelters, pit latrines and toilets.
Cleaning of bathing facilities.

2.

1.

home improvement.

Importance of flower gardens for

resources.

Importance of economical use of

m« rtt and shoes.

Care and cleaning of plastic equip-

Proper disposal of household refuse.

Cleaning of home surroundings.

3.

4.

1.
2.
3.

HOME MANAGEMENT

t.

2.

1.

1.

1.

"'

1

old people.

MenU for vegetarian* and

convalescent*.
Care of the sickroom.

Meals for Invalids and

■"""■

sedentary workers.

Meals for manual and

Meaii for schoct children.

MEALS FOR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

1.

1.

2.
3.

l.

:.

I.

Composition of the family
Roles of members of the

preparing baby's food
playing with baby.

.

age.

c. Toddler
d. Weaning
,
e. Pre-sch«ol and school

b. Infant

a. Babyhood

Growth and development
of the child.

spacing).

(family size and child

Antenatal tind posli atal
clinics

mother

Needs of a pregnant

Pregnancy.

Adolescence and parentcrafl
Marriage

.

Baby care

Children's ailments.

Baby care
.
needs of the baby.
Underfives Clinics.

washing baby napkins

.

.

family.
Baby care

.

The family

CHILD CARE

HOME ECONOMICS SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART

2.

1.

2.
3.

.

Care of combs.

Good grooming

Car* and laundry of family
.
Care and laundry of table
linen.

and brushes.

Good grooming
Care and cleaning of combs

Laundering bed 1 nen.

Laundering bath towels.

Importance of shaving.

4.

1.

Laundry substances and
materials.
3.

washing.

Classifying fabrics before

cloths.

wear and stockings.

Care and washing of under

Care and washing of kitchen

.

Importance of keeping clothes

S.

1.

2.

1.

HYGIENE

LAUNDRY AND PERSONAL

Objectives For Primary Mathematics
ny the end of the primary education cycle, pupils should be able to:

1.

Count rationally.

2.

Recognize numbers.

3.

Write numbers.

4.

Carry out the four basic operations (add, subtract, multiply and divide).

5.

Estimate length, art, vo'.-nc. capacity, mass, temperature and time.

6.

Measure length, area, volu:

7.

Decide on the correct units of measure (length, area, volume, capacity,
mass, temperature and time).

8.

Prepare budgets and bills.

9.

Compare quantities of same units and of different units.

10.

Collect data.

11.

Tabulate data.

12.

Draw graphs using the collected data.

13.

Interpret graphs.

14.

Deposit money fn the bank.

15.

Withdraw money from the bank.

16.

Explain banking procedures.

17.

State I>nn'-!ng services.

16.

Explain postal procedures.

19.

State postal services.

20

Calculate the charges of sending money orders, postal orders, I<<
telegrams and telephones.

21.

Enter transactions in the cash account, bank account and cash book.

22.

Balance cash account, bank account and cash book.

, capacity, mass, temperature and time.

24

r

23.

Recognize geometric shapes.

24.

Describe geometric shapes.

25.

Model geometric shapes.

26.

Sort geometric shapes.

28.

Draw geometric shapes.

29.

Calculate amount of tax, amount of premium given the rates.

30.

Read travel time table.

31.

Solve maiher.iQtLuI huJ ^.uuki-ia.

32.

Calculate length, area, volume, capacity, mass, temperature and time.

33.

Carry out calculations involving money.

34.

Recognize local currency.

35.

Know the value of coins and bank notes.

36.

Carry out transactions involving money.

37.

Calculate interest.

38.

Sort objects.

39.

Match objects.

,

~

NUMfcRATiON<U

NUMBER AMD

STRAKO

v)

Ivl

III)

U)

1 -20

sify, me I en.

up to 99.

(x)

(i*i

I, 1, 4, S, 1, 1, «
Multiplier* by

v(

range of

999.

within tl.

- dlvldMd Owlow

i

Frectlorai

problerna iir-

(i!

tiora.

Hi)

(iii)

Factor*
ub!# to:

recogtiw
rmctiora
name fruc-

(1)

»til- to:

(1)
numbers.

humtredth and
tens
Kk^ard

Of (TOlp)

. Review or ltd 1

dccim«li
. Pupib inould be
able 10 work out:

fubtr»ei

work «n (netions

(iil

Fractions Its part

know

. fupifo should be
multipl« or

Kid 4 work)

work nit

ton of
numbers
tionj up to

(ii)

orite Tractenth*.

Decimals
. Kcview of tenths

fraction*.

Bble toi
It)
add fraction*
(iil
m tract

. Pupils should be

Review of equi
valent Tract ion*

wnj-t O-Jt fnc-

, Pupils should be

Muttlpleaand
ible to:

operation!

Tout- baaic

. Puplb mould b«

volvinf Ute

Practiona

(ii)

■

division.

and long

perform short

mullQllca-

and long

. Pupils should be
able toi
(1)
perform short

work.

able to perform
t-C.F.
Solve word

w'th r*m<t{nci«r.
(vi)

volvinfUM
four batlc
op«ratlon>.

Puplbt should be

Review of f«c-

Fradiorai
. Review ltd i
<Jt(itt without and

proMcma In-

Perform word - dividend up to 4

- divifcor* 19 to 11

short division

t(<rs »nd multiple*

>racticc on

problems

multiples, factor
H.C.F. and UC.M.

have further

Solve word

v)

H.C.P. and L-C.M.
, Pupils should
: digiu

- divisors up to

our digits

proenwt

Averse**

end use Roman
numerals.

able to recognise

RoauH Numeral*
. Pupils should be

average*

tice.

. Furtnef prac

problems

problems

work

solve word

(I)

(11)

. Solve word;

taste procea-

tice on tour

•We toi

the four
basic

sea

on the four basic
operations

Involving the

. Pupils should be

. Further prettlce
problems

fraction* (:nd (I
Solve word
Dlvtda (Ion);

t)

div.sion

- dividend vp to

iv)

multiples of 1
digits

HjC.F.w«1I-C.H

Perform

(part o( a whole)

tiv)

- dlyison I - 1

m
v)

product! up to

remainder

- multiplier* by

non without

(dividends
■3, *4
Ublw)

Perform
ihort multi
plication

- multipllcuKk up
to 12

iv)

jiU.HI)

(xl. *IO,

■horldlvt-

Perform

Multiply
(i2. x3 «nd
>«. table*)
Dlvid*

1 - 91

119.

product! up to

within the

numbers

(vlll) Subnet

Multiplicand by

0 3 diffiU

Revtaw work
of ltd T work
FurUw prac

A<M number*

digits.

remainder.

(vi>)

without

range 1 - 10

fraction
. Review worK on

with and

plication

iroblems.
DsdmeJS

probierraon
Ovctaud Fraction!

division

(long multi

multiplicand! up ■

Mulliply

tion up to 3

(ones and
tana)

within tl>e

Recognise
I - 9S«(.
ill)

Further prac-

ica on mixed

ml ted slgna
Solve word

iifn«
Solve word

prectice on'

within (h«
range of

HI)

Review ttd 1
factions.

work on

Perform short

(iv)

Further

work on
fraction!

multiplica

<•>

tion.
Performing

(Ill)

Further pracIce on the four

■eaic operation*
FraeOofai

place value

lv)

multiplica
Ivl

million
Multiply

Vcrform long

ranKC of e

within ttie

ilil

tet.

Review std •

ii)

the Four
basic proces-

subtrncl

ii)

prenl«inii
Fraction

Ill

prectice or

Pup<li ihotdd be

able to:
i)
Solve word

Die toi
II
add to a
million

ilmltadl.
Hivefunher

. Solve word pra
blema.

cur be»ie

. PupiU ahoufcl be

■tile 101

I)

. Review of the
operations.

Count (un-

Further practice
with i ba*tc
proceae*.

with 4 Mile pro-

Further practice
ce*se» on numben

10 million

flTANDAJUl ■

STANDARD T

. pupils should be

STAHDARD *

l»99.

r

on counting up la

1

end practice

M.

lubtracl
numben

il)

add to> to
IH99.

<xi, «t, «1,

Multiply

i)

Pi«IIi alwuld bable toi

Male procaaiee.

Review tne four

O>«9.

able to count up

up to 9SI.
. Pupil* should be

u

STANDARD»

numbers

(revision)

1

aiorlt on count ing

i-

8TAKDARD «

30
Subtract

tract

Writ*
numtera t -

Ul)

within the
r«r«<- 1 - 19

U>9J.
Add and sub

(v)

numbers 1 -

10

numben

Subtract

number* up

II)

up le 999.

■astc processes.
11
Add numben

Review the (our

fonts and teni)

■rd place veil •

caui<tinff up to ft

TANPAIIO 1

Recognita

writ*

toll.

<!v»

flUTTO&VI ■ Up

number* 1 •
to

Recognlie

(lilt

o- de:- obfecta

Count to IS

(lit

Count

ardor objects

compere and

Compare anil

Review of nurtvi'"
(1)

Pupil* ihowld be
able toi

(1)

Sort, clas

STANDARD 1

■TAHDAKD 1

SCOPE AND SRqUBNCE CHART FOR rRIMARY MATHEMATICS

(c) Volume

<b) Area

Measurement

(a) Linear

MEASUREMENT
(4}

STBAMO

- Further wort on
comparing objec. ■

of various lengths
and height*.
- Measure short
lengths In cm.

- Compere *i>d
according to
length and
height.
- Use follow inf

(objects like
notebook t.
paper, brick

faces, wooden bos

(Objects like
plates, baskets,

blankets, paimi)

- Dcccriba the
amount of space
as lest or mor4
thin others.

more or less to
describe the
object*.

- Use words llkt

■tones, fruit.

objectt like cups.

- Further work on
comparing
objects such as
csrtons. bottles,
packet* eic.

- Compare tracts
occupied by

faces, leaves!.

surfaces as
smeller or larger.

cribe the sur

faces.

objects.
- Describe the

flat surfaces of

comparison of

, - Further work on

larger to 4«a-

smaller and

- Compare flat
aurfacaaof
various objects.
- VM th« words

metres and
metres through

container.

to Ml the big

i

- Use various
small containers

larger.

as smaller or

and
- describe them

i

- Compare fist
surfaces of cissaroom floors.
Chalkboard*
tables, windows

lengths.

measuring

between centi

words to des

relationship

- Establish the

• Measure lengths
tn cm.

-ork.

- a?viewstdt

STANDARD >

cribe kill, short,
Udler, tallest,
shorter, long,
longer, longest.

•art objects

STANDARD t

BTANDARD1

In cm*

tainers.
- Measure volume

cupfuls, spoon
fuls, plateful*.
- Write the
volume of a con
tainer in term*
of other con

tliners such ss

isilng small con-

of containers

- Measure volume

abjeci

•mount of apace
occupied by an

volume is th*

- Understand that

it

rectangle.

area Is amount
of surface.
- Find area of
■ square and a

- Understand that

through measur
ing distances.

and kilometres

between metres

tances In metres.
• Estsbllsh the
relationship

• Measure dis

work

- Review std 3

•STANDARD 4

between cm* and

wooden cubes.
- Add and iuItract volumes.

- Develop formula
of volume of «
cuboid by using

cm' and litres.

- Measure volume
of containers In

a litre.

- Review std 4
work.
- Establish the
relationship

through activity.
- Word problems.

of s triangle and
a parallelogram

triangle and a
rectangle.
* Establish for
mulae for areas

parallelogram by
using areas of a

- Practice rinding
•real of a square
and a rectangle.
- Find ares of *
tr'.Aftgte.
- Find area of a

- Word problems.

distances In Km.
■ Add. subtract
lengths.

in cm and m.
• Estimate short

- Estimate and
measure lengths

STANDARDS

measure volume

cm' and litres.

- Four basic
operation*.

wooden ci<bes.'

after the use of

and litres.

- Wcrd proUems,
- Calculate
volume of each
cuboid by formula

cylinders In cm'

pt\trt.t and

volume of cuboid'

- Calculate

*

ferent cuboids.

volume of dif

- Use wooden
cubes to find

5 litres.

Uiners In cm'
and litres up to

tracting volume
of container! In

- Measure volume

of small con-

- Estimate and
adding and sub

ing formula and

- Word problem;;.

shapes.

- Fut er practice
on area of circles
and of composite

- Word probleirs.

tleru

• Word problems.

cuboids, prtifn,
cylinders.

• Calculate
volume of

liters.

of container*
of up 10 J11

memure volume

- Ilsli ''Me nnrt

- Word problems.

UeloBrams.
- Find total
surface of
sotlds such as
cubes, cuboids
snt) prism 1.

angles, tri~
angles, para-

squares, rect

- Review finding
areas of

operations.

- word problems
In decimal rol»-

- Four basic

- Fwr basic
operations.
- Write lengths

- Review develop

- Word proMema.

end of a house.

a trapeztuM, one

basic shape 14.

more than one '

shapes conUining

an activity.
- Find areas of
various circles.
- Find areas of

circle through

- establish the
formula of s

square, .rectangle.
triangle and
parallegram.

- Review areai of

tion.
- Word problems.

- Write lengths
In decimal nota

multiply and

divide lengths.

- Add, subtract

'

lengths.

- Estimate
long distafices-

and measure

measure lengths

- Estimate Icng

measure lengths

distances In Km.

- Estlmste

- Estimate and

• Estimate and

In cm and m. - Estimate short
distances in Km.

STANDARD *

STANDARD T

STANDARD ■

Man

.

TIOH
<a) Rata

(5) AND PRO-

RATE, RATIO

(0 Temperature

(e> Time

(d)

STRAND

lighter.

lighter and

-Four bull;

or alow.

- Deocrlb* meverrenU ualng fast

■■

level of notneas
taring word* Ilk*
hot, hatter, cold
and colder.

comparing move-

slo*et. fast a^d
fasur.

slower.

fa*tar> *low and

menu using fast.

- Deecribe move-

menu.

- Further iv k on

- Describe movemenu using flow

ments.

metre In depeaa
• Record tempera
ture In a Ubla.

- Read a Utermo-

a year.

- Compare move
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Objectives for Music
1.

,

;

. -

Develop a creative and Imaginative mind:
Relate Music with other subjects.

Compose simple Music with or without using instruments.
Write down a piece of Music in slaff/solfa notation.
Improvise words and eccompaninent to a melody.

Rospond to Music
of self-expression,

creatively through movement and other forms

2.

Develop an appreciation for the practice of one's culture.

3.

Understand Malawi traditions and customs.
Explein backgrounds of some traditional and contemporary Malawlaii
Music.

Perform a variety of traditional and contemporary Malawlaji Music.
Classify a variety of traditional Music.
Classify instruments according to how they produce sound.
Sing music from a variety of cultures.
Compare traditional and contemporary Malawian Music.
Analyse traditional and contemporary Malawian Music.

4.

Acquire vocational ksills in order to raise personal income, better health
and standard of living.
Sing part songs.

Demonstrate good singing techniques, e.g. at leek, soft, voice.
Read simple Music from staff Notation or Tonic Solfa.

Play a variety of musical Instruments Individually or In an ensemble.
5.

Demonstrate a spirit of leadership.
Conduct a group of Music performers, e.g, choir, band.
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6.

f

Develop an ability to design and make craftwork.

-

Produce a variety of musical Instruments.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART POR MUSIC

ci.A.x;

SINGING

DANCE

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
1

- Singing through
imitation - action
songs, story telling
s --ngs.

- Attack-singing

- Local dances
- Free movement to
music, e.g.
inarching, clapping

instruments e.g.
-

Hody oercuss oii~.

i

- Diction (clarity
of wont)
- Singing in tune

- Local dances.

- Singing two-part

- Gestures, walking

rounds.

- Use of simple

drums, stones.

together.
~ Singing In tune
end listen:: ~.

2

- Name of musical
instruments.

- Free movement
(performing).

- Names of musical

instruments.
- Collect and use

Instruments
(simple e.g. stones.).
- Body percussions.

3

- Phrasing (breath
control).

- Traditional songs

- Conducting using

- Local dances when and why they

-

are performed.

jingles, rattles, drums.

- Playiny the

gestures.

instruments made.

- Tone control.

-

4

Diction.

- Diction

- Two-part singing
- Conducting

- Creating move
ment tc dance
- Responding

- Pitchpipes
- Play and make

- Improvising

- Classify instrument

gestures

S

Make simple
Instruments e.g.

- Conducting (Duple
Meter 2/4)

- Diction

attire to dance

-

Whistles

according to the sound

- Play drum, banjo,
flute.

6

- Three-part singing
- Conducting 4/4;
3/4

- Diction

- Common dances in
Malawi
- Instruments used

e.g. Chiwoda,
Chimtala, Mganda.
- Variation
- Performing.
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- Play instruments in
an ensemble

- 'Play pitch - pipes,

mkangala (nchangala)

7/

{

- Three- and fourpart singing

- Expressive con
ducting (Dynamics
Tempo).

- Some dances in

- Compare musicaf

Malawi - attire
used e.g. Vimbuza,

instruments
- Play, make a kalimba,

Beni, Tchopa,

- drums in an ensemble

Ingoma, Ngoma,

Chimtala, Kazukuta,

xylophone, scraper,

Chimdidi.
8

- Four-part singing

- Some dances in

- Discuss, how instruments

- Historical back

- Play, make flutes,

Malawi

ground e.g. Ingoma

Ngoma, Beni,

■

Tchona, Cltimtala

- Compare.
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produce sotmd

tamborines.

- Create music using

various instruments

JLASS

RHYTHM

simple action songs

Listening, Acting
high/low sounds

e.g. body percus
sion, clapping,

voices to given

Free movement to

stamping, walking.

Movement to simple

music - use of

FOR

MELODY

Beginning and endings
of sorgs and dance

Hand sings, match
sounds.

Identify repetitions

Visual represe

in songs/dances.

ntation of high/

percussion instru
ments e.g. shakers.

low sound

Creative response

Reading with visual

(ladders, Hand

signs, contours).

to rhythm patterns

representation

(visually) e.g
represent duration
of sounds.

Improvise tunes

Notate simple
rhythm patterns

visually e.g.

Repetitions
Same/different pt*rts

of songs and dance

Notes (d, m, s)
Colouring
3 line stave.

Similarities and
contrasts In songs

Reading with visual
symbols

and dances.

Notes (d, m, s, 1,)
Matching pitches
Improvise tunes
4 line stave

Reading simple

rhythm (z, d, d)

Call and response as

Reading on staff

form/design.

(5 lines)

Notes {d, r, m,
s, 1)
Matching pitches

. Improvising tunes

_

Terms (G - defy
staff).

Reading rhythm

(i , ; i)

-

Reading on staff
Creating tunes

,

Notes (all on
scale)
Terms: Meter, Barlines.
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Ph« ses and cadences

In musical sentences.

(simple songs)

7f

Reading rhythms
( : : : and
dotted rhythms e.g.

8

Creating rhythmic
patterns with

various activities
e^j. percussion
band.

- Creating songs on
stafr.
- Reading turns in
keys C, G, F.

- Analysing songs

- Transcribing,

- Analysing songs
according to Binary
and Ternary form.

simple melodies

- Introduce Bass
Clef on stave

(elementary).

according to Binary
Form.

Objectives tor Primary Social Studies

The Primary Social Studies course is intended to develop in the child an
imaginative and creative mind in the utilization and conservation of the
environment.

A.

Standards 1-4 Objectives

'

By the end of standard 4, pupils will -e abla to:

1.

observe the natural and physical environment around the home,
village and district;

2-

describe the natural and physical environment around the home,
school, village and district;

3.

draw features of the natural and physical environment around the
home, school, village and district;

4.

Interpret the features of the natural and p!«: sical environment
drawn;

5.

describe the changes that take place in the environment;

6.

explain uses of the features in the natural and physical environment;

7.

describe how the environment is destroyed;

8.

explain how the environment can be conserved?

8.

describe interrelationships of natural phenomena in the environment!

iii.

de^r.^e wa^ - ..m. imw. -i »**-, «HJ ;— --ivi.-oi.ment clean;

11.

explain the importance of personal cleanliness;

12.

list some of the common diseases in the community;

13.

describe how diseases are spread;

14.

explain how diseases are prevented;

; *.

n«ke use of the available hcoUl, services in the community;

16. . participate in crop production and animal husbandry;

17.

describe the geographical distribution of agricultural activities
in the environment;
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18.

count the number of people in the home, school, village and district;

19.

explain problems of overpopulation in the home, schools, village
and district;

20.

suggest measures to control overpopulation in the home, school,
village and district;

21.

mention names of leaders in the home, school, village and district;

22.

describe

the roles of members in

the home, school, village and

district;

23.

practice making decisions given a set of conditions;

24.

exjlHin t!io need for co-operction in the home, school, village and
district;

25.

state the distribution of members in the home, school, village and
district;

26.

mention the types of occupation of members in the home, school,
village and district;

ti.

explain the duties of the village headman, chief, councillor, district
commissioner and Party Officials af'branch, area and district level;

28.

describe the historical development of the home, school, village
and district level;

29.

describe traditional dances performed in the village and district;

30.

demonstrate traditional dances performed In the village and district;

31.

show respect for appropriate customs and beliefs;

32.

explain the effects of beliefs in taboos end superstitions on national
development;

33.

explain the rights and duties of a citizen in the home, school, village
hivI ^strict;

34.

demonstrate the spirit of Unity, Loyalty, Obedience and Discipline;

35.

describe causes of accidents at home, at school and on the roads;

36.

practise safety measures in the home and on the roads.
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Standards 5-8 ■_,.,,,

■

By the end of standard 8, pupils will be able to:

■

,

1.

study the natural and physical features of the Region, Malawi,

2.

develop map-making skills;

3.

describe

neighbouring countries and Africa;
K

the

changes

that

take

place

in

the

Region,

Malawi,

neighbouring countries and Africa;

4.

explain uses of the natural and physical features of the Region,
Malawi, neighbouring countries and Africa;

5.

explain

conservation

measures

taken

in

the

Region,

Malawi,

neighbouring countries and Africa!

6.

compare the natural phenomena in the Regions, Malawi, neighbouring
countries and Africa;

7.

8.

explain how the environment is polluted and how it can be improved

in the Region, Malawi, neighbouring countries and Africa;

describe population distribution in the Region, Malawi, neighbouring
countries and Africa;

9.

explain the socio-economic problems arising from population change

in the Region, Malawi, neighbouring countries and Africa;
10.

suggest measures taken to control population change in the Region,
Malawi, neighbouring countries and Africa;

11.

explain the roles played by key individuals in the development of
the Malawi nation;

12.

stBte the aima, activities and achievements of social, economic,
and political institutions in Malawi;

13.

practise making decisions given a set of conditions;

14.

explain the need for co-operation In the Region, Malawi, neighbouring
countries and Africa;

15.

describe the

aims, activities and

achievements of international

organizations;

16.

describe economic activities in the Region, Malawi, neighbouring
countries and Africa;
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17.

study the distribution of natural resources in the Region, Malawi,
neighbouring countries and Africa;

18.

compare the contributions of early civilizations in Malawi and
Africa;

19.

^

assess the activities of the British administrators and missionaries
in Malawi;

20.

compare traditions and customs of Malawi with those of other
nations;

21.

show respect for appropriate customs and beliefs;

22.

explain the effects of beliefs In taboos and superstitions on national
development;

23.

explain the rights and duties of a citizen;

24.

explain the four cornerstones of Unity, Loyalty, Obedience and
Discipline;

25.

demonstrate Unity, Loyalty, Obedience and Discipline;

26.

describe causes of accidents at home^chool and on the roads;

27.

practise safety measures in the home, school and on the roads;

28.

identify means of
Malawi and Africa.

transport and communications in the Region,
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Primary Science Objectives

As a necessary prelude to the preparation of a scope and sequence chart, the
objectives of primary science teaching have to be stated and these are to
develop:

1.

attitudes of accuracy, curiosity, objectivity, impartiality and suspended
judgement relative to evidence; these attitudes are important in the
development of the skills of inquiry;

2.

careful strategies of inquiry in order to help continue to examine the

3.

confidence In one's ability to face difficulties and to work and solve
problems, and fn particulur, it should develop an attitude of self-reliance;

4.

positive attitudes towards the environment, self and others, and gain

5.

an inquiring mind and a scientific approach to many situations;

6.

an understanding of science concepts;

7.

an appreciation of the filter-dependence of science learnings with other

8.

an ability to interpret information critically and to evaluate different
alternatives when making decisions;

9.

10.

pupils' environment;

;

experience in the environment;

subject areas;

an ability to acquire knowledge, to think logically about it and to conduct

simple investigations;

manipulative skills which are necessary

equipment used in developing inquiry;

for the use of

materials and

11.

a continuing interest in examining the ideas of science;

12.

skills of social interaction, effective communication and rational discussion
of ideas with others.

These objectives suggest that primary science should consist of topics as shown
on the scope and sequence chart.
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